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In a final note to this Volume II of the Pioneer’s Series, I would like to take the 
time and the space to make the announcement that Jane Mason’s final resting place has 
been rediscovered. My research partner, Pat Sproat and I have been conducting an on 
going research into Jane’s Family origins for nearly 2 years now and from time to time, 
we have released our research results to the public domain to keep everyone up-to-date 
with where our research is currently at. The latest release of these results was in our last 
book titled, “Daniel, Nathaniel and Jane”. Since the release of those results, new evidence 
has come to light about the family origins of these three individuals. In those results, Pat 
and I stopped our research with leaving Daniel and Jane as being descended from the 
Family of John IV Mason and his wife, Jane Parham. This theory has been altered by new 
evidence while we were conducting study for this volume of the Jeffery Family. I can 
assure all of our readers that we will continue on to discover the origins of Daniel, 
Nathaniel and Jane Mason. The various releases of family history into discovering who 
their family was has given us a process of research which is still unfinished. 

 
One of the most fascinating discoveries has been the recent (3/4/2009) 

rediscovery of Jane Mason’s final resting place. Jane passed away in 1853; some 156 
years ago now but due to conflicts between her and Ol’ Jim late in their lives, Jane 
elected to be buried in a different location other than the formal Jeffery Family Cemetery 
north of Current day Batesville, Arkansas. Instead, she picked out a place that was 
located on her son, Daniel Mason Jeffery’s, Old homestead. It appears as though this was 
the Intelligence of Jane Mason at work. I think she wanted to be remembered more in life 
as being connected to her family back east and to her brother Daniel Mason. Seeing how 
her son, Daniel Mason Jeffery was named after her brother, Daniel Mason, she used 
being buried on his land as a kind of a link to Daniel Mason and their family. It was not 
uncommon in these pioneering years of expansionist America that Families would name 
their newborn children after brothers, sisters, parents and grand parents and so on. It was 
kind of a “Living Bible” and even the children, who were given the names of past 
relatives, new stories of their name sakes that they could tell of when asked, “Hey, are 
you kin to Daniel Mason of Tennessee?” (for instance) and Daniel Jeffery could say, 
“Sure am” and he would go on to tell the tale of how Daniel Mason helped build Old Fort 
Southwest Point in years past. Jane’s intellect was in motion when she named her son 
Daniel Jeffery after her brother, just as it was in motion when she decided to be buried on 
his homestead. In fact, if readers look at the last census prior to her death, you will find 
that Jane lived with her son’s family in her later years of life. 

Jane had lived among some of the foremost women personalities of her day and 
became an integral part of their lives as well. She was known around this area of 
Arkansas, as penned by Dr. Freda Cruse Phillips, one of the party who rediscovered Janes 
Grave, as “The Doctor Woman” and her reputation was know far and wide in this area of 
the Ozarks. She was known by Indian, Slave, white folks and everyone who found 
themselves in need of a good Mid-wife that would come out and help birth a child or heal 
their sicknesses, wounds and various diseases. A. C. Jeffery in later years penned Jane 
Mason as a, “Breath of fresh air” in the Ozark wilderness of her day. She must have had 
plenty of stories from her past travels that would entertain folks but as a mid-wife, Jane 
would also know the value of cleanliness; keeping a clean home which directly relates to 
keeping a clean heart and soul. 



I have already mentioned that Freda Cruse Phillips, who is a passionate field 
historian, par excellance and also a good friend to many, was part of the party that 
actually rediscovered Jane’s burial site. Their were other’s who were involved in this 
rediscovery as well. Of course I am referring to Denny Elrod and his (E)xploring (I)zard 
(C)ounty crew (EIC) of gentlemen who are always out exploring old sites that were at 
one time inhabited by early Pioneers to this area of Old Lawrence County and the 
Missouri Territory. They video their explorations and post their experiences on the 
WWW of today’s evolving computer technology. After Pat and I had seen this, by 
viewing one such video, we contacted Mr. Elrod in August of 2009 and made a request 
for a picture of Jane Mason’s gravestone. Pat and I have been conducting study of Jane 
Mason and read of previous visitors to Jane’s grave before but the truth was, that only a 
handful of family descendants ever really knew where her grave was actually located and 
“If” a photograph “ever” existed at all from visits by previous visitors to her grave, we 
certainly couldn’t find one or these previous visitors weren’t willing to share their copy 
of their picture with us.  So, Pat and I asked Mr. Elrod in a letter if he would put a visit 
out to Jane’s Gravesite on their agenda for their next year of places for he and his crew to 
visit. He Graciously accepted our request and the hunt was on.  

 
Well, this turned out to be a monumental task. First of all, Mr. Elrod didn’t know 

exactly where Old Daniel Mason Jeffery’s homestead actually was and next to that, he 
and his crew had to discover the history of the place and more importantly, who the 
current owners of this historical piece of ground were. They couldn’t just enter on land 
that they knew little about. So the crew went to work on it and discovered that Daniel 
Mason Jeffery’s homestead was actually located as part of the Old Perrin Place. The 
Perrin’s must have purchased Daniel’s homestead after 1850. Since then, Jane’s final 
resting place had been forgotten. Mr. Elrod had also discovered that the Old Perrin Place 
had recently been purchased by the Coon’s Family of current day Batesville. So they got 
in touch with Mr. and Mrs. Coons and asked their permission to go out and search for 
Jane’s gravesite. 

 
Finally, as they were walking out to a remote area of the farm, one of the crew 

noticed a large stone leaning up against a tree. Upon further notice they found other 
cemetery stones also leaning next to other trees. They went over and scratched off some 
of the lichens and moss from the first stone and Low and Behold, it was the stone of Jane 
Mason’s.  

 

 



This small hilltop that Jane may have chosen herself to be buried on, creating it as 
a cemetery, as shown in the pictures below, was in the stages of being lost to time and 
natural decay. When Freda Cruse Phillips and Denny Elrod finally rediscovered Jane’s 
grave site, it was overgrown with trees, dense brush, and vines that grew in mass, all over 
everything. 

 
Upon further notice, these other stones were also recorded on 3/4/2010: 
 

                  
 

 
 So, with continued discussion of what to do with this rediscovered site, a clean up 
of this area was scheduled for later on in the same month. This occurred on the 28th of 
March 2010 and went well. 
 
A brush Hog had to be used to create a trail to the Hilltop Cemetery. 
 



 
 
Afterwhich the cleanup crew went to work at cutting back the tangle of vines, small trees 
and brush. 
 
 

                       
 
Then the Gravestones were cleaned up. As a Champion of helping to birth and 

nurture children to good health in the Hostile Ozark wilderness, Jane Mason Jeffery 
would have relished the last picture on the previous page. These Great Grandchildren and 
descendants of her’s are giving Jane’s stone an excellent cleaning. The following 
photograph is the picture that Pat Sproat and I initially requested from Denny’s crew and 
is the benefit of Jane’s great grandchildren’s hard work. Pat Sproat and I, the Author’s of 
this volume, wish to sincerely  thank these children for their dedicated efforts to Jane 
Mason’s “Future”  and for their hard work. 



 

                                   
 
The other Graves Markers were also cleaned up: 
 

                    
 
These graves turned out to be Grand Children of Jane Mason Jeffery’s. The first 

Photograph (above) is that of William E. Hanks who was the son of Rolland Hencel 
Hanks and his wife Hulda Jane Jeffery. He was 11 years old when he passed away in 
May of 1886. The second Stone is that of Willie Hanks. We are still working on who the 



RR and MM parents are but Willie had been born in October of 1902 and passed away 11 
days later. Having these children buried here with Jane Mason Jeffery is a testament to 
her love of children as she was a dedicated midwife in her own years of life. 

 
There were four other graves Located as well. They were determined to possibly  

be the graves of Daniel Mason Jeffery’s slaves. He was a documented slave owner but 
unfortunately the names of these people are not known. 

 
After Pat and I heard about all that Mr. Elrod and his EIC crew had done 

to secure a simple picture of Jane’s Gravestone for us, we sent him our most profound 
Thanks. His response to this was the following, “Thank You all for being a part of our 
efforts and Thank You for allowing us to be a part of yours.” 

 
The Quality of this last statement is indicative of the Jeffery Family; Good 

Quality people with Excellent Quality hearts. 
 

Pat’s and my research and search for Jane Mason’s heritage continues on. In the 
process of this research some amazing pieces of life and death have immerged to the 
forefront. Primary to this and at long last: Jane Mason is found. 

 
She has been brought back to us in this new millennia and her legend continues 

on into her Future. She will never again be forgotten by this family or any of her 
descendants; ever.   

 
 
       By 
 
     Pat Sproat and Thomas L. Milligan 
 
 
 
 
 

         The End 
 *********** 

 
Oh My God , there are just so many people we have to send our Thanks to in the 

research for this 2nd Volume of the Pioneers to Ol’ Lawrence County Series of books. 
Where do I begin? How about if I start at the beginning and work my way back. Good 
enough. 

 
We wish to Thank the People of Anderson County Tennessee who have in their 

infinite wisdom kept track of the Early historical records of the establishment of the court 
system there. Finding these records, relative to Jeremiah Jeffery, Brittain Ragsdale, The 
Roberts Family and many others who lived there in the early years of Tennessee State 
History in your Archives was a treasure to behold. 



 
We want to express our sincere Thanks to the folks of the Roane and Knox  

County Archives in Kingston, Tennessee for your historical documentation of Old Fort 
Southwest Point, The Tennessee State Militia, Your War of 1812 documents are fabulous 
as is the historical data for Daniel and Nathaniel Mason, Capt. Jeremiah Jeffery and 
Captain John Walker of 1798 thru 1810. You really do have a wonderful Archive and the 
personnel to make Tennessee’s early history accessible to many who are fortunate 
enough to find you. 

We want to send out a Very Special Thank You to Patricia Crawford. As a Mason 
Family historian and a Descendant of Patience Indexance Mason’s branch of  Daniel 
Mason’s Family, she discovered and sent us the document indicating that James Jeffery 
posted Bond for the marriage of Daniel Mason, Jane Mason’s brother, to his wife Mary 
“Polly” (Brashear) Gilliland. Ol’ Jim must have genuinely liked his wife’s brother. Well, 
he liked both Daniel and Polly enough to post Bond for them “and” he even named one 
of his sons, Daniel Mason Jeffery, after Daniel Mason. This document is an excellent 
keepsake for many Jeffery and Mason Family descendants to keep. The document was 
found in the Library in Hopkinsville, Kentucky in the book titled, “The Early Marriages 
of Knox County” on Page 708. Thank You Pat for the excellent Mason Family research 
you are conducting. Pat Sproat and I hope you will, by your own Grace, remain involved 
with our own Mason Family Research. 

 
We want to send a Thank You out to the many Descendants and family historians 

of Jeremiah Jeffery’s Family in the Deep South. By the facts you have presented and we 
have shown in this book, Closer Family ties to the Jeffery’s in Arkansas should fill your 
Families void with some of Jeremiah Jeffery’s brothers. He had four, each with their own 
wonderful personal and colorful histories. 

 
Lastly, we want to send our most profound Thanks To Dr. Freda Cruse Phillips, 

Mr. Denny Elrod, The Batesville Historical Society, The Exploring Izard County Crew, 
The Coon’s Family and everyone associated with the rediscovery of Jane Mason Jeffery’s 
Hilltop Cemetery and Final Resting Place. I can’t even begin to tell you all how 
significant this discovery is to the History of Old Lawrence County, The Territorial 
History of Missouri and Arkansas as well as the History of Izard County itself. Also, 
along with our Thanks we wish to send you all our congratulations for this fabulous 
discovery. Bringing Jane Mason back to all of her descendants, as stated previously, will 
shake the Jeffery Family Tree to its foundations for many long years to come. Each and 
every one of you are Wonderful, Just Wonderful. God Bless You All. 
 

 
 

Disclaimer: This 2nd Volume of Historical Documentation, “Pioneers to Ol’ Lawrence 
County, A Southern Family, The Jeffery’s” was created and is intended for Genealogical 
purposes and use by those who find its contents relative to their own Family History and 
Research. We are waiving our right to charge any fees for the distribution and use of this 
document. Sale is Prohibited and free to everyone who wishes to keep a copy in their 



own Libraries, Museums and Historical Societies. Please, distribute Freely. Isn’t America 
Wonderful? 
 
Formal Library of Congress Copyrights has been applied for.  
 


